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BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE DISC OF THE MONTH
GLOSSA GCD922606 
I Viaggi di Faustina Roberta Invernizzi 

IRR FRONT COVER - MARIINSKY

GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
LSO LIVE LSO0729 Berlioz Requiem/Sir Colin Davis

GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
harmonia mundi HMC902142 
Shostakovich Cello Concerto, Cello Sonata, Emmanuelle Bertrand 

GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
WIGMORE HALL LIVE WHLIVE0058  
Simon Trpceski: Schubert, Bach, Liszt 

GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
BEL AIR BAC079 Lionel Bringuier & Nelson Freire Live at the RAH

INTERNATIONAL OPERA AWARDS 
BEST FEMALE SINGER, BEST MALE SINGER
Mariinsky MAR0527 Wagner Die Walküre
Nina Stemme, Jonas Kaufmann 
BEST DIRECTOR 
DMITRI TCHERNIAKOV [Bel Air, Macbeth, Eugene Onegin,
new release in July Don Giovanni from Aix]
BEST REVIVAL 
CHARPENTIER DAVID & JONATHAS/CHRISTIE [BAC093]



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMG501943
Barcode: 3149020194317
MID PRICE 
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Cédric Tiberghien [piano]

CHOPIN, BRAHMS: Ballades

Cédric Tiberghien

“an exceptional recording”
Charles Timbrell, International Record Review, October 2006

“not since Vladimir Ashkenazy’s classic 1964 set for Decca have Chopin’s Ballades sounded so emotionally rich and
imposing as they do here.”
Julian Haylock, Classic FM Magazine, November 2006

“Thankfully, he is more than a pair of cheekbones, and brings intelligence and delicacy to this disc of Ballades.”
Anna Picard, The Independent on Sunday, 17 December 2006

“Tuck into this feast of ballades and savour his prize-winning qualities: superb dexterity, imaginative use of colour and
dynamics, beautiful tone, idiomatic phrasing, likeable interpretations.”
Michael McMillan, Pianist, February/March 2007

12-page A4 leaflet to support this release



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMG501926
Barcode: 3149020192610
MID PRICE 
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Bernarda Fink
Roger Vignoles
 
CONCERT: 
20th June Wigmore Hall: Lieder & Duets by
Brahms, Schumann, Schubert, Argentinian Songs

BRAHMS: Lieder

Bernarda Fink

Daily Telegraph Classical CDs of the Year
Independent on Sunday*****
Sunday Times Classical CD of the Week
Gramophone Editor’s Choice

“this superb recital places Brahms back on his pedestal as one of the great lieder composers.” Hugh Canning, Classical
CD of the Week, The Sunday Times, 11 February 2007, *****

“Fink’s voice is one of the loveliest to be heard today, at a time when there are many mezzo-sopranos of the very highest
quality.  She achieves an extraordinary intimacy in the recording studio, giving the impression that she is singing just for
you as you listen at home.  Harmonia Mundi’s superb recording technique must, of course, take some credit for this, the
balance with the marvellous piano-playing of Roger Vignoles being exceptionally true…Her singing of the glorious Die
Mainacht is in itself enough reason to have this disc.  What an artist!” Michael Kennedy, Sunday Telegraph, 18 February
2007

"For all the tragic, premature loss last year of Lorraine Hunt Lieberson, Argentinian Bernarda Fink is just one of a golden
generation of mezzos vying for the mantle of Janet Baker. One of the most versatile, as at ease in Baroque repertoire as
in music from Handel and Mozart to Schumann, Fink's rich, warm voice boasts the perfect blend of colour and clarity for
this selection of 31 songs from the almost 200 Brahms wrote. Her musical intelligence combines with the sensitivity of
Roger Vignoles to capture the folk-song spirit behind their urbane polish.

"Bernarda Fink has always been something of a connoisseur's singer, untouched by glossy promotional hype. This new
Brahms recital confirms her credentials as a scrupulous, perceptive interpreter of Lieder. Her warm, glowing mezzo,
flecked by darker, deeper tints, is lovely in itself. Beyond this, she sings each of these songs with unshowy eloquence
and, abetted by the ever-discerning Roger Vignoles, an unerring feel for the curve and flux of Brahms's long-arched
phrases. 
Other mezzos - Janet Baker, Christa Ludwig, Brigitte Fassbaender - have brought a more intense, impassioned style to
the quintessentially Brahmsian songs of yearning and nostalgic regret. 
But Fink's refinement and relative restraint have their own rewards" Richard Wigmore, The Daily Telegraph, Saturday
10th March 2007

12-page A4 leaflet to support this release



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMG501883
Barcode: 3149020188316
MID PRICE 
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Frank Braley [piano]

GERSHWIN: Piano Works

Frank Braley

“An absorbing listen.”
Philip Clark, Classic FM Magazine, *****, Don’t miss

“Gershwin has found his perfect contemporary champion in the versatile French pianist Frank Braley”
Anthony Holden, The Observer, 26 June 2005

“Frank Braley, who has already recorded Schubert, Beethoven and early Strauss for the same label and to great acclaim,
presents himself as a natural in Gershwin's music. He gets inside the jazz idiom and swings with the best of them.”
Matthew Rye, The Daily Telegraph, 13 August 2005

“Frank Braley clearly has an instinctive feel and affection for this repertoire, and plays with great verve, colour and
lyricism.  First-rate recording, too”
Calum MacDonald, Pianist recommended, October 2005

12-page A4 leaflet to support this release



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMG501099
Barcode: 3149020109915
MID PRICE 
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ensemble Clément Janequin

JANEQUIN Le Chant des Oyseaulx

Ensemble Clément Janequin

"Ensemble Clément Janequin is unchallenged when it hits form. And here they are at their very best. It is not just that
everything is perfectly in place, that many years of experience have blended them into an ensemble of wonderful
flexibility. It is also that they manage to find the mood of each piece with miraculous precision." Gramophone

"Delicious." The Times

"wonderfully balanced voices, delicately enhanced by instrumental colour...restrained, but never lacking in verve and
gusto." Early Music



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMG501570
Barcode: 3149020157015
MID PRICE 
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Harmonie de l’Orchestre des Champs-Élysées
Philippe Herreweghe

MOZART Gran Partita
Serenades K361 & K388
Philippe Herreweghe

"The grandest of Mozart's wind serenades in performances that fully measure uo to their wit and profundity. Philippe
Herreweghe's attributes as a conductor, perviously revealed in an outstanding series of baroque and classsical choral
works, are revealed in these warm and wise period performances, with outstanding playing." 
The Guardian, Dec 5th, Best Classical CDs of 1997



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMG501900
Barcode: 3149020190012
MID PRICE 
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Emmanuelle Bertrand [cello]
Pascal Amoyel [piano]
Antje Weithaas [violin]

Olivier GREIF: Sonate de Requiem Op.283
Trio pour piano, violon & violoncelle

Emmanuelle Bertrand 
Pascal Amoyel 
Antje Weithaas 

"a new CD of two works by the French composer Olivier Greif: the Sonate de Requiem opus 283 for ‘cello and piano and
a Piano Trio from 1998. They’re played wonderfully on this Harmonia Mundi disc by the ‘cellist Emmanuelle Bertrand, the
violinist Antje Weithaas and the pianist Pascal Amoyel.
Greif died aged 50 in the year 2000 and its surprising from the quality of the performances he gets here that he’s not
better known than he is" BBC Radio 3, CD Review, 18/3/2006



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMG508394/95
Barcode: 3149020839416
SPECIAL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
RIAS Kammerchor / Daniel Reuss

POULENC: Figure humaine, Motets 
Prières de St François, 7 Chansons, Un soir de neige 
RIAS Kammerchor
Daniel Reuss

“stands with the finest.”
Andrew Stewart, Classic FM Magazine, July 2005

“beautifully sung”
Andrew Clements, The Guardian, 24 June 2005

“The RIAS-Kammerchor under Daniel Reuss perform with exemplary intonation and diction, investing their reading with
real passion.”
Stephen Pettitt, The Sunday Times, 10 July 2005

“superbly performed”
Anthony Holden, The Observer, 17 July 2005

“A beautiful disc, which is a fine introduction to Poulenc’s choral music.”
Patrick O’Connor, The Gramophone, September 2005

12-page A4 leaflet to support this release



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMG501498/99
Barcode: 3149020149812
SPECIAL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Barbara Schlick
Sandrine Piau
Andreas Scholl
Mark Padmore
Nathan Berg
Les Arts Florissants / William Christie

HANDEL: Messiah

Barbara Schlick
Sandrine Piau
Andreas Scholl
Mark Padmore
Nathan Berg
Les Arts Florissants
William Christie

“Christie, perhaps more than any of these reaches the contemplative heart of Messiah in a comfortably paced
performance, devoid either of effort or intrusive artifice.  He adheres in principal to Handel’s 1742 Dublin performance
and fields a fine group of soloists among whom are soprano Sandrine Piau, tenor Mark Padmore and countertenor
Andreas Scholl whose ‘He was despised’ is tenderly declaimed.”
Nicholas Anderson, Early Music Today, December 2005/January 2006

12-page A4 leaflet to support this release



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMG508396/97
Barcode: 3149020839614
SPECIAL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin

TELEMANN: Orchestral Suites 

Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin

Telemann La Bizarre (HMC901744)

“You can gallop away with the Turks, bumping into some unexpected harmonies, and on to the haughty Swiss, or the
proud Portuguese. But the most amazing movement is "Muscovites", where basses, lute, cellos and violins chime in
imitation of the Kremlin bells.”
Rob Cowan, The Independent, 22 March 2002

"The tempi are just, the tuning impeccable, the phrasing graceful." 
Anna Picard, The Independent on Sunday, 24 March 2002

"absolutely stunning." 
George Pratt, CD Review, BBC Radio 3, 15 June 2002

“their gusto is overwhelming: listening to this CD with a straight face is quite impossible.”
Geoff Brown, The Times, 18 June 2002 

12-page A4 leaflet to support this release



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMG508235/36
Barcode: 3149020823514
SPECIAL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Roel Dieltiens [cello]
Ensemble Explorations

VIVALDI: Cello Concertos
RV 400, 401, 405, 407 408, 411, 415, 417, 419-421, 423, 544 & 561
Roel Dieltiens

“These performances tingle with delight in the music itself and in the act of playing….This is chamber music playing of
the highest order, expressive, pinsharp in intonation and rhythm and warmly recorded.”  A*:1* Classical CD

12-page A4 leaflet to support this release



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMG507356/57
Barcode: 3149020735619
SPECIAL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Paul Elliott [tenor]
Alan Bennett [singer]
Theatre of Voices: Neal Rogers, Mark Daniel,
Hugh Davies, Tom Hart, Boyd Jarrell
Paul Hiller

Monastic Chant
The Age of Cathedrals, Hoquetus
Theatre of Voices
Paul Hillier

"Paul Hillier's Theatre of Voices tackle this magnificent repertoire with confidence and a feeling of freedom. It was with a
sense of relief that I listened to their unpretentious style of singing which, in general, allows the music to speak for itself,
without the intrusion of any particular interpretative quirk, preconceived notion of rhythmic performance, or twentieth
century personality cult...
a good all-rounder, and merits a place not only in music libraries but in music-lovers collections too." Gramophone,
January 1997 [Age of Cathedrals]

"a suitably gothic title for a hauntingly atmospheric disc of 12th century vocal masterpieces from the Anglo-American
group Theatre of Voices...Often such recordings are of historical interest only, but not so here. Vibrant performances
convey the invention and mystery of a remarkable period of musical activity and growth. Particularly fine are the quirky
and balletic pieces by the medieval 'mods' Léonin and Pérotin." Classic FM Magazine November 1996

"Mainly one for enthusiasts maybe, but, as ever, superbly produced and performed by Hillier's ensemble." Classic CD
Choice, July 1999 [Hoquetus]

"My advice is, go out and buy it!" Mary Berry, Early Music Quarterly Summer 1999

"A selection of vocal music of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries which uses the device known as 'hocketing' [literally
hiccoughing'] sung by Paul Hillier's pure-voiced ensemble. Texts are religious and secular, often of great invention and all
superbly sung." Fiona Maddocks, The Observer  1/8/1999

[7356 = Age of Cathedrals, hmu907157
7357 = Hoquetus, hmu907185]



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMG501578/79
Barcode: 3149020157817
SPECIAL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Akademie fur Alte Musik Berlin

J.S.BACH: Orchestral Suites, Overtures

Akademie fur Alte Musik Berlin 

"This former East German group, formed in 1982, gives a very stylish performance, full of vitality and precision. Hugely
stimulating"  Derbyshire Life, March 1998                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                   

12-page a4 leaflet to support this release



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: Mariinsky
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: MAR0536
Barcode: 822231853626
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Sergei Aleksashkin [The General]
Tatiana Pavlovskaya [Pauline]
Vladimir Galuzin [Alexei]
Larissa Dyadkova [Babulenka]
Nikolai Gassiev [Marquis] 
Alexander Gergalov [Mr Astley]
Mlle Blanche Nadezhda Serdyuk
Andrei Popov [Prince Nilsky]
Oleg Sychev [Baron Wurmerhelm]
Andrei Spekhov [Potapych] 
Laurent Gentot [Director]

PROKOFIEV: The Gambler

Vladimir Galuzin
Sergei Aleksashkin
Mariinsky Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

The Mariinsky label releases its second opera DVD & Blu-ray, Prokofiev’s 'The Gambler'. Filmed in the historic Mariinsky
Theatre in 2010, it stars celebrated Russian tenor Vladimir Galuzin and bass Sergei Aleksashkin, and is conducted by
Valery Gergiev. It is of fundamental significance that under Gergiev’s baton the Mariinsky Orchestra and opera company
have performed all of Prokofiev’s symphonies, concerti and operas on numerous occasions.
Georgian director Temur Chkheidze, who also presented the Mariinsky’s last production in 1996 and directed the opera
with critical success at the Metropolitan Opera in 2001, gives a fresh look to Prokofiev’s first opera. 
Set in the fictional town of Roulettenburg in the mid-19th Century, 'The Gambler' is a four-act opera that displays the
dramatic highs and lows involved in the game of chance. At the centre of the story is Alexei, who is in love with The
General’s step-daughter, Pauline. All of the characters fall victim to the temptation of gambling, each one consumed by
the obsession and greed that drives them.
Vladimir Galuzin, who plays the role of Alexei, is indisputably one of the world’s leading dramatic tenors, known for his
unrivaled stentorious voice and extremely vivid characterisations of some of the most demanding roles. A Mariinsky
soloist since 1990, he is much in demand internationally, performing regularly during the last two decades as a guest of
most of the world’s most prominent opera houses, concert halls and festivals. The role of The General is played by
Russian bass Sergei Aleksashkin. Three-time recipient of the Golden Sofit, St Petersburg’s most prestigious theatre
prize, Sergei has been a Mariinsky Theatre soloist since 1989, singing title roles in Mussorgsky’s 'Boris Godunov' and
Glinka’s 'Ruslan and Lyudmila'.

DURATION 2 hours 35'
Recorded at the Mariinsky Theatre, June 2010
Performed in Italian: subtitles in Russian, English, Japanese, German and French



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: Mariinsky
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: MAR0540
Barcode: 822231854029
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Sergei Aleksashkin [The General]
Tatiana Pavlovskaya [Pauline]
Vladimir Galuzin [Alexei]
Larissa Dyadkova [Babulenka]
Nikolai Gassiev [Marquis] 
Alexander Gergalov [Mr Astley]
Mlle Blanche Nadezhda Serdyuk
Andrei Popov [Prince Nilsky]
Oleg Sychev [Baron Wurmerhelm]
Andrei Spekhov [Potapych] 
Laurent Gentot [Director]

PROKOFIEV: The Gambler

Vladimir Galuzin
Sergei Aleksashkin
Mariinsky Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

The Mariinsky label releases its second opera DVD & Blu-ray, Prokofiev’s 'The Gambler'. Filmed in the historic Mariinsky
Theatre in 2010, it stars celebrated Russian tenor Vladimir Galuzin and bass Sergei Aleksashkin, and is conducted by
Valery Gergiev. It is of fundamental significance that under Gergiev’s baton the Mariinsky Orchestra and opera company
have performed all of Prokofiev’s symphonies, concerti and operas on numerous occasions.
Georgian director Temur Chkheidze, who also presented the Mariinsky’s last production in 1996 and directed the opera
with critical success at the Metropolitan Opera in 2001, gives a fresh look to Prokofiev’s first opera. 
Set in the fictional town of Roulettenburg in the mid-19th Century, 'The Gambler' is a four-act opera that displays the
dramatic highs and lows involved in the game of chance. At the centre of the story is Alexei, who is in love with The
General’s step-daughter, Pauline. All of the characters fall victim to the temptation of gambling, each one consumed by
the obsession and greed that drives them.
Vladimir Galuzin, who plays the role of Alexei, is indisputably one of the world’s leading dramatic tenors, known for his
unrivaled stentorious voice and extremely vivid characterisations of some of the most demanding roles. A Mariinsky
soloist since 1990, he is much in demand internationally, performing regularly during the last two decades as a guest of
most of the world’s most prominent opera houses, concert halls and festivals. The role of The General is played by
Russian bass Sergei Aleksashkin. Three-time recipient of the Golden Sofit, St Petersburg’s most prestigious theatre
prize, Sergei has been a Mariinsky Theatre soloist since 1989, singing title roles in Mussorgsky’s 'Boris Godunov' and
Glinka’s 'Ruslan and Lyudmila'.

DURATION 2 hours 35'
Recorded at the Mariinsky Theatre, June 2010
Performed in Italian: subtitles in Russian, English, Japanese, German and French



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: Alia Vox
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: AVSA9898
Barcode: 7619986398983
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 SACD
Packaging: digipack
Guest musicians Hespèrion XXI
Jordi Savall
 
CONCERTS: 
7th June Salisbury: Les voix humaines
9th June Wigmore Hall: The celtic viol:Trio, with
Andrew Lawrence-King, Frank McGuire
 JORDI SAVALL IS THE COVER ARTIST ON THE STRAD, June issue 
 
 

Balkan Spirit

Hespèrion XXI
Jordi Savall

Following the success of Spirit of Armenia, Balkan Spirit enables us to discover another area of great musical tradition
and intercultural dialogue: the Balkans. Alongside musicians from Serbia, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Greece and Turkey, Jordi Savall conducts his ensemble, Hespèrion XXI, and unveils the original lyricism of an
instrumental and vocal repertoire that covers the entire spectrumof human emotions.

1 Traditional Dance 3’50
2 Hungarian Air 5’33
3 Chichovata (Bulgaria) 3’32
4 Soufi Dance 3’07
5 Traditional (Serbia) 5’27
6 Dramatic Song(Serbia) 5’21
7 Sborenka (Bulgaria) 2’28
8 Biljana (Macedonia) 4’38
9 Sousta (Greece and Turkey) 3’21
10 Gulubovska Ruchenitsa (Bulgaria) 5’48
11 Suite 7’12
12 King Nimrod 6’01
13 TaXyla (Greece) 2’59
14 Sitno Vlashko (Bulgaria) 3’39
15 Ciocarla (Croatia) 2’17
16 Doine, pourtala & horacaval (Roumania) 7’49
17 Lyric Piece (Serbia) 3’37
18 Traditional Dance (Croatia) 2’37
19 Piece for cymbalum and ensemble 2’06

180pp booklet in 11 languages



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: RCO Live
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: RCO13003
Barcode: 5425008377759
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 SACD+DVD
Packaging: cristal
Christine Brewer, Camilla Nylund
Maria Espada, Stephanie Blythe,
Mihoko Fujimura, Robert Dean Smith
Tommi Hakala, Stefan Kocán
Netherlands Radio Choir
State Choir 'Latvija'
Bavarian Radio Choir
National Boys Choir
National Children's Choir

MAHLER: Symphony No. 8
with bonus DVD
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
Mariss Jansons

"Try to imagine the whole universe beginning to ring and resound. There are no more human voices, only planets and
suns revolving in their orbits," wrote Gustav Mahler to his friend, Willem Mengelberg, on 18 August 1906. The day before,
he had completed the sketches of the Eighth Symphony in little more than three weeks, and that after a very hectic
season.
The legendary relationship between Gustav Mahler, the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra and Willem Mengelberg has
established a firm tradition of playing Mahler in Amsterdam. During the 1960s the orchestra and Bernard Haitink started
recording a Mahler discography that still remains one of the cornerstones of any Mahlerian's collection.  Ricccardo
Chailly's tenure as chief conductor yielded another brilliant Mahler cycle and now Mariss Jansons is steadily building his
tribute to the composer.
Recorded during the same Mahler cycle as the recently released Symphonies Nos. 2 and 3 – part of the full Mahler cycle
that the orchestra performed in the 2009-2011 seasons to celebrate the composer's 150th birthday and 100th
anniversary of his death - Mariss Jansons's interpretation of the Eight Symphony is one more jewel in the crown of the
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra; with a star-studded cast and excellent choral forces, this 'Symphony of a Thousand' left
a lasting impression on the audience.

"Triumph for Jansons in Mahler 8. …this was a performance to frame in gold, with the RCO and assembled choirs in
great shape. Happily cameras and microphones witnessed this miracle." Peter van der Lint, Trouw

Also available: 
RCO07001 Symphony No. 1
“as good as live performance on CD can get” David Nice, BBC Music Magazine, June 2007, *****/*****
RCO10102 Symphony No. 2
C D Review Disc of the Week
RCO10004 Symphony No. 3
“The best orchestral playing this side of heaven” Classic FM Magazine, September 2011
RCO08007 Symphony No. 5 
Classic FM Magazine Orchestral Disc of the Month
RCO06001 Symphony No. 6, Henze Sebastian im Traum [2]
“This is a richly impressive performance from a great Mahler orchestra and a conductor whose music-making seems to
become ever more searching and absorbing.” International Record Review, May 2006



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: ONYX4113
Barcode: 880040411321
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
James Ehnes [violin]
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
Kirill Karabits
 
CONCERTS:
13th June Royal Festival Hall: Elgar Concerto
wt Philharmonia/Ashkenazy 
 
unique coupling
 
ADVERTISED 

BRITTEN: Violin concerto Op. 15
SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concerto No. 1 Op. 99
James Ehnes

After a series of critically acclaimed recordings on ONYX, most recently of the Mendelssohn (ONYX4060) and the
Tchaikovsky concertos (ONYX4076), James Ehnes teams up with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra and its
charismatic music director, Kirill Karabits, in Violin Concertos by Benjamin Britten and Dmitri Shostakovich.
The Britten  an early work, was completed in the September of 1939, just as World War II broke out. Britten had already
composed 'Our Hunting Fathers'  in 1935 (words by W.H Auden), and this work’s ferocious condemnation of  political
extremism and man’s inhumanity  can to some extent be detected in the concerto. The barbarity of the Spanish Civil War
(the concerto was written for the young Spanish violinist Antonio Brosa),  the rise of Hitler’s Nazis and the persecution of
the Jews appalled Britten. Peace and reconciliation was his credo, as exemplified in the later 'War Requiem'. In the
scherzo tuba and piccolos present the listener with an image of the horrifying abyss mankind was lurching towards.  
The first of Shostakovich’s two violin concertos was composed in 1948 for David Oistrakh. It had to wait until 1955 for its
premiere due to the ban on ‘serious’ music by the notorious Zhdanov Conference and Party Decree of 1948. Only
‘patriotic’ music was allowed. With Stalin’s death in 1953 Shostakovich was finally able to exert his artistic freedom. It is a
truly symphonic work in scale, grand, dramatic and cast in four movements with a huge cadenza placed before the finale.
Only in the finale does the sun burst out in a brilliant helter-skelter coda.

JAMES EHNES RECORDINGS:
ONYX4116 Korngold, Barber, Walton Violin Concertos
ONYX4044 Paganini 24 Caprices op1
ONYX4038 Homage
ONYX4060 Mendelssohn Violin Concerto op64 & Octet
ONYX4076 Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto & other works
 
"Ehnes’s sound had the beauty of burnished steel as he roamed the stratosphere, the poise of his playing complementing
the poise of this music which might have been written to show off his talents, for his sound is absolutely Protean... 
Required in the Scherzo to swoop and slide like a Transylvanian village fiddler, he went on to deliver a brilliant cadenza, 
musingly at first and then catching fire, before ushering in the majestically sweeping threnody of the Passacaglia. Here he 
dazzled, going through a series of duets with different instruments using a different timbre each time, making quick-fire 
contrasts between legato and pizzicato, at one point effortlessly bowing a leaping melody on one string while plucking 
another, and finally making his instrument speak with two voices, one low and richly sonorous and the other high and pure, 
and in the latter mode drifting off into space. 
This reflected a rare rapport between conductor and soloist, but the other works in the programme revealed an orchestra in 
top form with Karabits gaily revisiting his Soviet origins " Michael Church, The Independent, concert review [Britten]



RELEASE DATE
3RD JUNE 2013

Label: LSO Live
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: LSO0731
Barcode: 822231173120
MID Price
Format: 1 HYBRID SACD
Packaging: cristal
London Symphony Orchestra
Valery Gergiev
 
 

SZYMANOWSKI: Symphonies 1 & 2

London Symphony Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

Valery Gergiev explores the intense expression, fervour and spirituality of Polish composer Karol Szymanowski
(1882–1937) with his first recording of the early symphonies on LSO Live.
For decades Szymanowski’s music was rarely heard outside Poland. Today, he is recognised as one of Poland’s
greatest musical figures. His desire to embody the music of his native land and his incorporation of the folkloric sounds of
the Polish mountains make his orchestral works a must for anyone with an interest in Polish culture and music. During
Szymanowski’s early career, he wrote works of a grandiose, densely chromatic nature in the Germanic style of Strauss
and Wagner. His first symphony is drenched in evocative Romanticism and is an extremely powerful and emotionally
intense composition.
His second, chamber-like Symphony artfully interweaves layer upon layer of seemingly disparate musical ideas to form a
complex tapestry that became one of the composer’s favourite of his own works. These first two symphonies, both
unconventional in style and format, make for an enthralling listening experience and provide insight into Szymanowski’s
ecstatic musical character.

Concert Reviews:
"no one could fault the commitment or intensity of the playing. The orchestra looked refreshed after the summer recess.
So too Valery Gergiev, who let rip in classic Gergiev fashion. And there were surprises: moments of lyricism from the
middle registers – from violas, clarinets and bassoons – which intermittently cut through the explosions and gave us
some respite." theartsdesk.com

"The most distinctive feature of the [second] symphony is this luxuriant, late romantic use of the orchestra. Valery
Gergiev, the LSO’s principal conductor, is the mastermind behind the series and his command of scintillating textures,
learnt in the fantasy operas and ballets of his native Russian composers, was put to good use." Financial Times
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Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: V5327
Barcode: 822186053270
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Francesco Piemontese [piano] 
BBC Symphony Orchestra
Jiri Belohlávek

SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in A minor Op. 54
DVORAK: Piano Concerto in G minor Op. 33 (original version
from 1882)

Francesco Piemontesi
BBC Symphony Orchestra
Jiri Belohlávek

New Naïve signing, Francesco Piemontesi, born in 1983, is one of today's most-watched pianists.
His debut album on naïve features the Schumann Piano Concerto and the original version of the Dvorák Piano Concerto,
a work seldom performed due to its sheer technical difficulty. Conducted by Jiri Belohlávek with the BBC Symphony
Orchestra, the album was recorded at BBC Maida Vale studios (Dvorák) and live in concert at the Barbican (Schumann)
in December 2012 and continues the blossoming relationship between soloist, conductor and orchestra, begun in 2010,
with Strauss’s 'Burleske'.
Piemontesi was voted Best Newcomer at the 2012 BBC Music Magazine Awards. In presenting his student with the
award, Alfred Brendel praised “a young pianist with real talent, a pianist of natural poise and grace, of wonderful technical
equipment, and of the ability to remind us ̀what beautiful playing means: cantabile playing that is colourful, luminous and 
harmonious, without in the least lacking tension and atmosphere.”
Piemontesi has been a prize-winner at numerous international competitions including the Queen Elisabeth in Brussels,
and in 2009 was awarded a Borletti-Buitoni Trust Fellowship as well as being named by the BBC as one of its New
Generation Artists.

UK CONCERTS 2013:
6 Nov LEICESTER Beethoven with Philharmonia Orchestra
7 Nov CAMBRIDGE Recital
29 Nov HANLEY Beethoven with BBC Philharmonic
1 Dec GLASGOW Mozart, Beethoven, Ligeti, Schubert
16 Dec LONDON | Wigmore Hall, Lunchtime Debussy, Schubert
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Label: Myrios Classics
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: MYR010
Barcode: 4260183510109
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 SACD
Packaging: cristal
Tabea Zimmermann [viola]
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin
Hans Graf
 
 
 
 
 
TABEA ZIMMERMANN IS ON THE COVER OF THE STRAD, May issue
 

HINDEMITH: Complete Viola Works Volume 1
Viola & Orchestra
Tabea Zimmermann
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin

Der Schwanendreher (The Swan Turner) concerto after old folk songs for viola & small orchestra
Trauermusik (Music of Mourning) for string orchestra with solo viola
Kammermusik No. 5 Op. 36 No. 4 for solo viola & large chamber orchestra
Konzertmusik Op. 48a for solo viola & large chamber orchestra
(early edition), world premiere recording

Tabea Zimmermann commemorates the 50th anniversary of death of Paul Hindemith with the recording of his complete
works for viola. Hindemith is regarded as a key composer for the instrument and was a famous violist, himself, and who
premiered the viola concertos by Darius Milhaud and William Walton.
The works recorded here in Vol. 1 include the viola concerto 'Der Schwanendreher' that Hindemith composed at the time
when he faced massive agitation by the Nazis, as well as the intimate and touching 'Trauermusik' (Music of Mourning),
written for the funeral of King George V. Besides these celebrated works, the album also includes two lesser known
concertos: the 'Kammermusik No. 5' and the early edition of the 'Konzertmusik' Op. 48a in its world premiere recording.
Tabea Zimmermann has teamed up with exceptional musical partners: the Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester, Berlin,
conducted by Hans Graf, who dedicate themselves to Hindemith’s legacy.
A second volume will include the sonatas for solo viola and for viola and piano and will be released as a double album in
Autumn 2013.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
MYR003 TABEA ZIMMERMANN: SOLO Suites by J.S. Bach & M. Reger

MYR004 T. ZIMMERMANN/K. GERSTEIN Duos for Viola & Piano Vol. 1

MYR008 T. ZIMMERMANN/K. GERSTEIN Duos for Viola & Piano Vol. 2
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Label: Glossa
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: GCD921117
Barcode: 8424562211179
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Orchestra of the Eighteenth Century
Frans Brüggen

MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 3 & 4, ‘Italian’ & ‘Scottish’ 
BACH: Cantata 107 Was willst du sich betrüben
Chorale: Herr, gib, dass ich dein’ Ehre (transcr. for orchestra)
Orchestra of the Eighteenth Century
Frans Brüggen

Witnessing Frans Brüggen in any form of music-making is always a satisfying experience (the pleasure is doubly so this
month with Glossa re-issuing the 1993 Sour Cream sessions featuring Brüggen as recorder player), so the opportunity to
hear his interpretations of Mendelssohn’s Italian and Scottish Symphonies with his Orchestra of the Eighteenth Century
is indeed an enticing one. Conductor and orchestra are both strongly in harmony with the evolving nature of the
Romantic spirit of the 19th century; recent Glossa releases from them have included the much-praised Beethoven
Symphonies and the Chopin Piano Concertos sets.
Here, Felix Mendelssohn is a composer who has long fascinated Brüggen – Glossa’s Cabinet series contains his 1997
recording of 'A Midsummer Night’s Dream' – and on this new recording he marvellously captures the emotional torrents
experienced by Mendelssohn when reflecting on his own Grand Tour, which took in both the blazing sun of Rome and
also the mists of the Scottish Highlands.
Opting to perform the original 1833 version of the Italian Symphony (as at its first performance in London), Brüggen sets
out to paint a stronger contrast with the later completed Symphony No 3, brilliantly reflecting the composer’s wildly
fluctuating moods at the time; a view of Mendelssohn eloquently covered by Roeland Hazendonk in his accompanying
essay.
These new readings from Frans Brüggen – taken, as ever, from live performances, on Glossa's Grand Tour series, here
from Utrecht in The Netherlands – are rounded off with a moving orchestral transcription of music by a composer as
close to Brüggen’s heart as he was to Mendelssohn’s: the closing chorale of Bach’s Cantata No 107, 'Was willst du dich
betrüben'.
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Label: Glossa
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: GCDP31102
Barcode: 8424562311022
2 FOR 1.5
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Sour Cream: Frans Brüggen [recorders]
Kees Boeke [recorders & viola da gamba]
Walter van Hauwe [recorders]
with Isabel Álvarez [voice] 
& Toyohiko Satoh [lutes]

The Passion of Reason
Five centuries of ‘scientific’ music
Sour Cream

CD I: MACHAUT: Ma fin est mon commencement, Hoquetus David, Sanz cuer m’en vois
SOLAGE: Fumeux, fume par fumee, BRUMEL: Tandernack, PRESTON: Upon La Mi Re, CORNYSH:  Fa La Sol,
Catholicon a, Catholicon b, FAYRFAX: That was my woe, TYE: Sit fast, BEDYNGHAM: Salva Jesu, ANON: Kyrie
 
CD II: ANON: Kyrie b, Kyrie, GILES: Salvator Mundi, PRESTON: O Lux, NEWARK: The farther I go
ISAAC: Fortuna desperata, La Morra, Si dormiero, WALTER: Canon, JANEQUIN: L’Alouette, 
TREBOR: En seumeillant, BACH/BOEKE: Eclipse, BACH: 4 Goldberg-Canons, Canon per augmentationem

In June 1993 the three founding members of Sour Cream, the avant-garde recorder trio created originally in 1972, got
together again in order to make a new recording: the ensuing double album became the stuff of legend. Frans Brüggen,
Kees Boeke and Walter van Hauwe, joined by Isabel Álvarez (voice) and Toyohiko Satoh (lutes), went into the studio
with a programme called 'The Passion of Reason' which made a journey through music with a scientific slant to it,
influenced by the concept of the mediaeval quadrivium or the convergence of music, arithmetic, astronomy and
geometry. With pieces by composers ranging across five centuries, from Guillaume de Machaut to JS Bach, by way of
Solage, William Cornysh and Heinrich Isaac, together with the mysterious repertory from the Baldwin manuscript, the
members of Sour Cream raised a fascinating and hypnotic edifice in sound, taking the listener back to the speculative
world of Hermetic philosophy and alchemy.
Initially released on the Attacca label by Sieuwert Verster (the co-founder of the Orchestra of the Eighteenth Century and
inseparable colleague of Frans Brüggen), 'The Passion of Reason' was reissued by Glossa in 1997. After several years
of the album being out of stock, we are pleased now to be able to bring this recording, timeless like so few others, back
into our catalogue.
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Label: Glossa
File Under: Classical/Secular
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Catalogue No: GCDP33001
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NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Pino De Vittorio [voice, baroque guitar &
percussion]
Laboratorio ’600:
Katerina Ghannudi [harp & organ]
Ilaria Fantin [archlute]
Franco Pavan [theorbo, baroque guitar &
direction]

Siciliane: The Songs of an Island

Pino De Vittorio

A la Santaninfàra, Danza cantata, La Pachianella, Ninna nanna ri la rosa, Tu rinnina, Li cinque passi, Passioni di Nostru
Signuri, Canzone araba, Ninna nanna delle donne, Capona, La Castagnetta, Donna incostante, Amore celato, Amore
sdegnato, Marsalisa, Ora canusco, Richiami, Stabat Mater, Suspiri miei, Tarantella siciliana, Sullu sullu, Er allavò,
Siciliana per E, C’eranu tri surelli
all pieces anonymous/traditional

"When I began researching the Siciliane a few years ago, I never imagined the surprises, the treasures and the wonders
that these settings of texts in the language spoken mainly on the island of Sicily held in store for me. Famous historians,
enquiring musicians, obscure typographers, learned and enlightened ethnographers led me by the hand through a series
of secret doors, some small, some large, into rooms lined with thousands of documents of poetry and music connected
with the traditional culture of one of the most extraordinary of Mediterranean regions."
These are the words of Franco Pavan, director of the ensemble Laboratorio '600 and the driving force behind this unique
project, whose vocal role has been entrusted to the tremendous singer Pino De Vittorio (a regular on the many
Neapolitan programmes from Antonio Florio and I Turchini). Providing a fascinating experience from the outset, this disc
entices with music drawn principally from the 17th and 18th centuries, and with roots in both popular and learned
cultures. Whilst many of these works come from collections published in Venice in the first half of the 17th century, today
a significant proportion of this repertory is in existence as a result of the labours carried out by Giacomo Meyerbeer,
Giuseppe Pitré and Alberto Favara during their journeys to Sicily in the 19th century. This recital has been exquisitely
captured on record by Rino Trasi, permitting the enjoyment of all its beauty, as well as its relaxed, poetic and tender
nature; its traditional flavour is combined with a cultured and learned awareness by a group of performers who have been
expressing their love for early Italian music for a number of decades now.
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Label: Orfeo
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: C688139Y
Barcode: 4011790688923
SPECIAL Price, LTD EDITION
Format: 9 CD
Packaging: box set
Bayerisches Staatsorchester
Chor der Bayerischen Staatsoper
Chor & Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen
Rundfunks

Wolfgang Sawallisch

[full track listing available on request; full listing
of Sawallisch recordings on Orfeo also
available]

WAGNER: Die Feen, Das Liebesverbot, Rienzi

Wolfgang Sawallisch

DIE FEEN - Feenkönig: Kurt Moll, Ada: Linda Esther Gray, Farzana: Kari Lövaas, Zemina: Krisztina Laki, Arindal: John
Alexander, Lora: June Anderson, Morald: Roland Hermann, Gernot: Jan-Hendrik Rootering, Drolla: Cheryl Studer,
Gunther: Norbert Orth, Harald: Karl Helm

DAS LIEBESVERBOT - Friedrich: Hermann Prey, Luzio: Wolfgang Fassler, Claudio: Robert Schunk, Antonio: Friedrich
Lenz, Angelo: Kieth Engen, Isabella: Sabine Hass, Mariana: Pamela Coburn, Brighella: Alfred Kuhn, Danieli: Raimund
Grumbach, Dorella: Marianne Seibel, Pontio Pilato: Hermann Sapell

RIENZI - Rienzi: René Kollo, Irene: Cheryl Studer, Steffano Colonna: Jan-Hendrik Rootering, Adriano: John Janssen,
Paolo Orsini: Bodo Brinkmann, Kardinal: Karl Helm, Baroncelli: Norbert Orth, Cecco del Vecchio: Kieth Engen

In this year of his 200th birthday, Richard Wagner’s three early operas are enjoying unusual prominence: several staged
productions of 'Das Liebesverbot' are planned, while his breakthrough work 'Rienzi' and even his first opera, 'Die Feen',
are to be spotted (although the latter is usually given in concert performance). However, to this day it is a rare thing to
find all three played at the same opera house, in the same season, under the same conductor as was the case at the
Bavarian State Opera in 1983 under Wolfgang Sawallisch. 
Sawallisch, who passed away just a few weeks ago, was the Director of the State Opera for many years. In all three of
these operas he confirmed his Wagnerian reputation as a supreme proponent of a marvellous, fluid style of
music-making that was devoid of pathos. This was to the benefit of his ensemble of singers, who were largely spared the
dangers of a heavy, cumbersome Wagner performance style, even though several of their roles undoubtedly demanded
great dramatic ability. This requirement was fully met by Linda Esther Gray as Ada in 'Die Feen' and by Sabine Hass as
Isabella in 'Das Liebesverbot', for example. With René Kollo as the title hero in 'Rienzi' and Hermann Prey as the
governor Friedrich in 'Das Liebesverbot', these operas featured German singing stars of the day who both had a lyrical
approach to Wagner and to whom great clarity of text was paramount. Arindal in 'Die Feen', the other murderous tenor
role that is to be found in Wagner’s 'sins of youth', was sung by John Alexander, who established his international career
primarily in Italian repertoire. This was also the case with June Anderson, who sings the role of Arindal’s sister, Lora.
Both in 'Die Feen' and in 'Rienzi', the 'younger' generation of Cheryl Studer and Jan-Hendrik Rootering made a lasting
mark, and, in the State Opera ensemble under Sawallisch’s direction they were inexorably led towards future stardom.
This new CD box from ORFEO, in which these operas, hitherto released individually, are now available in a limited
special edition. This is more than just a contribution to the Wagner year; it is a homage to an era of opera in Munich.
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Catalogue No: AUDITE95622
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Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jacqueline du Pré [cello]
Bruno Leonardo Gelber [piano]
Radio-Symphonie-Orchester Berlin
Gerd Albrecht [conductor]

SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto in A minor, Op. 129
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 1 in D minor, Op. 15
Jacqueline du Pré
Bruno Leonardo Gelber

As part of its series of historic recordings, the audite label presents another notable jewel. On 5 March 1963 two great
virtuosos made their Berlin débuts with orchestra in the same concert: the then 18-year-old cellist Jacqueline du Pré and
the 22-year-old pianist Bruno Leonardo Gelber.
Du Pré’s interpretation of the Schumann Cello Concerto seems more vivid and contains greater contrasts even than her
later recording of the work. With his reading of Brahms’ First Piano Concerto, Gelber communicates a conception of a
large-scale work, shaping the inner contrasts and connections without ever losing sight of the overall coherence. For
everyone who is interested in the history of interpretation, these two live documents of a great moment in Berlin’s
post-war musical life are a must.

live recording, Berlin 1963

This CD forms part of our series “Legendary Recordings” and bears the stamp “1st Master Release”. This term stands for
the exceptional quality of audite’s archive releases which are all, without exception, produced using original tapes from
the radio archives. Usually, these are the original analogue tapes with tape speeds of up to 76 cm/s which are of
astonishingly high quality, even by today’s standards. In addition, the process of re-mastering – executed with
professional expertise and sensitivity – reveals hitherto hidden details of the interpretations, creating a sonic image of
superior quality. CD releases produced from private recordings of radio broadcasts or old 78rpm records cannot match
this level of sound quality.
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Label: Wigmore Hall Live
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: WHLIVE0060/2
Barcode: 5065000924621
2 FOR 1
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
Colin Carr [cello]

J.S. BACH: Cello Suites BWV1007-1012

Colin Carr 

Performing regularly throughout the world as a soloist, chamber musician, recording artist and teacher, British cellist
Colin Carr is a frequent guest at the world’s leading concert halls and festivals. He counts Maurice Gendron and William
Pleeth amongst his teachers. In May 2012 he retruned to Wigmore Hall to record Bach’s cello suites, true masterworks
regarded as the pinnacle of the repertoire for the instrument. Demonstrating his great technical prowess and mastery,
Carr searched deep beneath the richly detailed surface of the six suites and explored their inner workings with great
style. His meditative performance and profoundly personal communion with the works of Bach are captured within this
recording. 

"I have played these pieces for decades; there is no music with which I am more familiar. It may sound like a cliché but
every time I come back to them they are different. The other day I played them in London for a recording. At the end of
the session we decided it would be worth playing the C minor suite through again and the Allemande was 35 seconds
faster than the previous time. Nothing had been discussed and I had not listened to the previous one and made an
adjustment. It was a spontaneous thing for better or worse; at the moment it felt better. But imagine that, a movement of
four to five minutes being 35 seconds faster. I was delighted. If I have the misfortune to have to listen to performances
from long ago I don't recognize myself. The challenge always is to prepare everything meticulously and then to be a
thoroughly clean vessel through which the music can flow, as it needs to at that moment, not knowing how it will emerge.
Always paradox!" Colin Carr
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Label: Delphian
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: DCD34126
Barcode: 801918341267
2 FOR 1
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
Peter Hill [piano]

J.S. BACH: Well-Tempered Clavier Book 1

Peter Hill

Peter Hill’s recording of Bach’s 'Well-Tempered Clavier', Book II wowed critics across the board in January 2012,
prompting The Guardian to write: "With luck this is the first in a series of Bach recordings from Hill, and let’s hope Book I
of the '48' follows soon."
One of the leading British pianists of his generation, Peter Hill is known for his performances and recordings of
20th-century and contemporary music as well as the classical repertoire. His complete cycles of Messiaen and of Berg,
Schoenberg and Webern have received superlative acclaim. The Messiaen was described as "one of the most
impressive solo recording projects of recent years", New York Times, and won Messiaen’s endorsement: "Beautiful
technique, a true poet: I am a passionate admirer of Peter Hill’s playing". Both sets feature in the book '1001 Classical
Recordings You Must Hear Before You Die'.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
DCD34101 Bach The Well Tempered Clavier Bk 2

"warmth, clarity and insight" Classical Music Magazine, Editor’s Choice

"vital communication" HiFi Critic

"impeccable" BBC Radio 3, CD Review, Disc of the Week

"shimmering" BBC Music Magazine

"liquescent" International Record Review.
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Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: BAC095
Barcode: 3760115300958
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Choreography PAUL TAYLOR
Costumes: SANTO LOQUASTO
Lighting: JENNIFER TIPTON
HD recording Théâtre National de Chaillot,
Festival Les Étés de la Danse 2012

Paul Taylor Ballet Company in Paris

BACH: Brandenburgs - opus 88 (1988)
with Michael Trusnovec, Amy Young, Parisa Khobdeh, Eran Bugge, Robert Kleinendorst, James Samson, Sean
Mahoney, Michael Apuzzo, Michael Novak
POULENC: Beloved Renegade - opus 129 (2008)
with Michael Trusnovec, Amy Young, Robert Kleinendorst, James Samson, Laura Halzack, Michelle Fleet, Parisa
Khobdeh, Sean Mahoney, Jeffrey Smith, Eran Bugge, Francisco Graciano, Jamie Rae  Walker, Michael Apuzzo, Aileen
Roehl, Heather Mcginley

Paul Taylor is widely considered to be one of the foremost American choreographers of the 20th century. Paul Taylor is
among the last living members of the second generation of America’s modern dance artists. He has continued to win
acclaim for his recent creations as well as stagings of his earlier works. As prolific as ever, he may propel his dancers
through space for the sheer beauty of it, or use them to wordlessly illuminate war, spirituality, sexuality, morality and
mortality. This programme was recorded in 2012 at the Théâtre National de Chaillot in Paris and is composed of two
ballets.
First performed in 1988 to music from Bach’s Brandenburg concertos 3 and 6. 'Brandenburgs' is cast for a man and three
women, plus an ensemble of five men. In an unusual stroke for Taylor, he uses the male quintet as a proper corps de
ballet - that is, they frame the action and move only as a group, anonymously. The sharp hierarchical distinction between
soloists and ensemble accounts for one aspect of the dance’s classical feel. More important, though, is the ensemble’s
attitude toward the soloists.
Set to Francis Poulenc’s 'Gloria', the dance was inspired by the life and work of 19th-century American writer Walt
Whitman, who revered body and soul as one and who famously loved all with equal ardour. It depicts the experiences of
an artist described in a line from Whitman’s 'Leaves of Grass': “I am the poet of the body and I am the poet of the soul.”

PRESS REVIEWS
“Beauty is the only word for BRANDENBURGS… [which] celebrates the good things in life. Such a radiant, seamless
flow of invention that the choreography seems an entirely natural way of moving to this music.” 
Mary Clarke, The Guardian

“The best new choreography in 2008. Deeply moving... a work of philosophic as well as dramatic power. Mr. Taylor ranks
among the great war poets... One of the great achievements of his long career and one of the most eloquently textured
feats of his singular imagination.” Alastair Macaulay, New York Times (BELOVED RENEGADE)

55 min. (ballets) & 11 min bonus: ‘’Paul Taylor: Architect of Energy’’
SOUND: PCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1, 1 DVD9 NTSC, colour, 16:9, REGION CODE: 0
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Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: BAC241
Barcode: 3760115302419
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Packaging: cd book
The Chosen One: Alexandra Iosifidi
300-Year-Old Woman: Elena Bazhenova
Shaman: Vladimir Ponomarev

The Firebird: Ekaterina Kondaurova
Ivan Tsarevich: Ilya Kuznetsov
The Princess of Great Beauty: Marianna
Pavlova
Kashchei the Immortal: Vladimir Ponomarev

Mariinsky Orchestra and Ballet
Music Director and Conductor: Valery Gergiev

STRAVINSKY: Rite of Spring, Firebird
Stravinsky & the Ballets Russes, 100th anniversary collector's edition
Mariinsky Orchestra and Ballet
Valery Gergiev

In celebration of the creation of 'Le Sacre du printemps' in Paris in 1913, Bel Air present a new edition in a DVD-book of
a wonderful Stravinsky night at the Mariinsky with the original Nijinsky version of the 'Rite of Spring' and 'The Firebird'
both conducted by Valery Gergiev.
The premiere of 'The Rite of Spring' at the Théâtre des Champs Élysées, Paris, on May 1913 caused a veritable scandal.
The audience was shocked by the primitive violence of the ballet. It was so radically rejected that the ballet was taken off
after eight performances. Although long forgotten, thanks to the relentless work of Millicent Hodson, Nijinsky’s original
choreography was recreated.
'The Firebird' is a Russian folk tale in two scenes commissioned from the young Stravinsky by Diaghilev and premiered
at the Paris Opera House in 1910. The ballet was an immediate success. The Ballets Russes enabled the choreographer
Fokine to bring to this enterprise the right amount of novelty needed to captivate but not alienate the audience. It was a
total success.

THE RITE OF SPRING 
choreography after Vaslav Nijinsky (1913), scenery, set, costumes: Igor Stravinsky and Nicholas Roerich, reconstructed
and staged by Millicent Hodson, Kenneth Archer, lighting: Vladimir Lukin

THE FIREBIRD
choreography & libretto: Michel Fokine (1910), reconstruction: Isabelle Fokine, Andris Liepa, set and costume design:
Anna and Anatoly Nezhny after original sketches by Alexander Golovin, Léon Bakst and Michel Fokine

CONTENTS: DVD BOOK, 2 ballets 85 min.
Bonus: Documentary on the Ballets Russes (8 min), interviews with Millicent Hodson & Kenneth Archer (30 min), 36pp
illustrated in 3 languages
Format: Colour, 16/9, NTSC, Sound: PCM Stereo - Dolby Digital 5.1.

*****/*****/***** BBC Music Magazine
Times Classical DVD of the Week
Winner, BBC Music Magazine Award 2010 [BAC041, 441 BD]
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Label: Praga Digitals
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: DSD350090
Barcode: 3149028028720
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 SACD
Packaging: cristal
Victoria de Los Angeles [soprano]
Marina de Gabarain [mezzo-soprano]
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande / Ernest
Ansermet
Robert Veyron Lacroix [harpsichord]
Lopez del Cid [flute], Servando Serrano [oboe]
Leocadio Parra [clarinet], Luis Anton [violin] 
Carlos Baena [cello], Ataulfo Argenta
Alicia de Larrocha [piano]
Gonzalo Soriano [piano]

FALLA: El Amor Brujo, Concierto para clave, flauta, oboe,
clarinette, violin y violoncello
Siete Canciones populares Españolas, Cuatro Obras Españolas, Fantasia Bética
Victoria de Los Angeles 
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
Ernest Ansermet
Alicia de Larrocha

A second anthology, from Praga Digitals, of Manuel de Falla’s masterpieces; in which he 'invented' modern Spanish
music and also revived authentic songs, rhythms and dances out of an Andalusia both legendary and still alive. Only the
concerto for harpsichord [written with Landowska in mind] in no way recalls Andalusia. 
A tribute to such immortal performers as Victoria de los Angeles, Ernest Ansermet, Ataulfo Argenta and Alicia de
Larrocha...

El Amor Brujo,Geneva, Victoria Hall, February 1955
Concierto, London, June 1957
Cuatro Obras, Fantasia, Barcelona Hispavox, 1958
Canciones, Dec 1961-62

ALSO AVAILABLE:
DSD350064 de Falla Orchestral Works: Noches en los Jardines de España, La Vida Breve, El Sombrero de tres Picos
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Pascal & Ami Rogé [pianos]

DEBUSSY: La Mer, Fetes, Prelude l’apres-midi d’un faune
RAVEL: Rapsodie espagnol, Ma Mere l’Oye
SAINT-SAENS: Scherzo
Pascal Rogé
Ami Rogé

For his new ONYX CD Pascal is joined by his wife Ami for a programme of French masterworks for orchestra by
Debussy and Ravel in  arrangements for two pianos. The arrangement of 'La Mer' is the Rogés' own, the others are by
the composers. The transcription by Maurice Ravel (1908) of Debussy’s 'Fetes', in the words of the distinguished
musicologist Maurice Hinson, "has been translated into the two-piano idiom with independent artistry [and] ranks with the
best original writing in the two-piano medium." Unlike Liszt’s single-movement 'Spanish Rhapsody' for solo piano, Ravel’s
is a four-movement suite for two pianos: ‘Prélude à la Nuit’, ‘Malagueña’, ‘Habanera’ and ‘Feria’. It was written within the
space of a few weeks in October but built around the ‘Habanera’ which had formed the first movement of his 'Sites
articulaire' of 1895. Its recycling may have had something to do with Ravel’s resentment at being accused of plagiarising
a passage from Debussy’s ‘La soirée dans Grenade’ of 1903 written in the same key with a habanera rhythm and a
similar use of an insistent C sharp clashing against the harmonies.
Ravel pointedly attached the date ‘1895’ underneath his ‘Habanera’ in the two-piano score of Rapsodie espagnole and
the orchestral version which he prepared in the early months of 1908.
Pascal Rogé has for many years been considered the prime interpreter of French piano repertoire. His recordings of
Satie and the Debussy Preludes (ONYX4004) are benchmark recordings. BBC Radio 3 when reviewing the Debussy
Preludes said they "came close to a definitive interpretation" and Telerama in France commented "Très beau, tres 
éduisant. Souverain".

Advertising in Gramophone and BBC Music Magazines
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Claire Bracher [viola da gamba]
Ensemble Labyrinthe

TELEMANN: Sonatas for viola da gamba

Sonata in A minor for bass viol and continuo
Sonata in G Major for two bass viols
Sonata in D major for solo bass viol
Sonata in A Major for two bass viols
Sonata in E minor for bass viol and continuo
Sonata in G Major for reble viol and continuo
Trio Sonata for flute, bass viol and continuo
Concerto in E major for violin, bass viol and continuo

SFZ MUSIC, the independent label for HIS MAJESTYS SAGBUTTS & CORNETTS, are pleased to announce their latest
release, the first recording on the label by the stellar young viola da gambist, Claire Bracher.
As well as being greatly in demand throughout Europe as a soloist and ensemble player, Claire teaches at the Royal
College of Music in London, where she has founded an annual International Festival of Viols. She has also founded and
edits the new early music magazine Musica Antiqua.
This collection of sonatas by the baroque master of the instrument, Georg Philipp Telemann, is the perfect showcase for
Claire’s talents. Her playing is laden with the charm, wit and elegance so necessary for Telemann’s music, yet
simultaneously infused with a rigorous intellectual and historically informed approach.
Ensemble Labyrinthe consists of some of the best instrumentalists working in the UK and adds a great variety of colour
and texture to this enchanting recording.
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Bruno Cocset [cello, viola]
Les Basses Réunies: 
Emmanuel Jacques [tenor violin]
Esmé de Vries [cello]
Bertrand Cuiller [harpsichord]

Evaristo e Joseph DALL'ABACO: Padre E Figlio / Father & Son
11 Capricci & altri canzoni
Bruno Cocset
Les Basses Réunies

This recording is devoted to two Italian composers, Father and son, who in many ways were typical of the 18th-century
artist: trained by the finest teachers, leaving their native land in pursuit of their careers while nevertheless upholding its
musical traditions [nourished and enriched by many influences, including French] and acting as its ambassadors in other
parts of Europe. 
Evaristo, the father, is the better known, born 1675, he may have trained with Gasparo Gasparini in Verona, before
meeting Torelli. He was part of the retinue of the Prince-Elector of Bavaria, Maximilian Il Emanuel, a famous and
extravagant patron of the arts and followed him to Brussels, after defeat in the War of the Spanish Succession. 
Dall'Abaco's first opus was published in Amsterdam and many of the pieces recorded here are from that collection.
Joseph Marie Clément Dall'Abaco was one of Evaristo's four children ann made his name as a cellist with a long career
of some renown. The family continued to follow Maximilian: from Rambouillet, Versailles, Compiègne, Luxembourg and
his return to Munich. Evaristo was rewarded for his loyalty with the appointment as Konzertmeister of the newly
reconstituted court orchestra in Munich. He sent his son to Venice to further his musical education and on his return
Joseph became director of the court chamber orchestra and councillor to Clemens August I of Bavaria at Bonn, a
position which allowed him the freedom to perform in major European centres including London.
Dall'Abaco figlio composed mostly cello sonatas. Whilst illustrating the new galant and pre-Classical styles, some of his
works also retain the gravity of Baroque and the expansive melodic style inherited from his father. Almost 40 of his
sonatas are now preserved in the British Library.  The pieces presented here, however, are the eleven 'Capricci del sig.
Giuseppe Barone Dall'Abaco' from an unfinished manuscript from the library of the Conservatorio Giuseppe Verdi in
Milan. These virtuoso Capricci are played on a new instrument, strung just a fortnight before this recording by Charles Riché.
The pieces by his father, Evaristo, are played on 'mature' instruments with a more mellow sound.
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Les Escapades: 
Franziska Finckh, Sabine Kreutberger, 
Barbar Pfeifer, Adina Scheyhing [viols]
wt guests: 
Barbara Leitherer [bass gamba]
Andrea Cordula Baur [lute]

Fabulous London
English Music for Viol Consort
Les Escapades

At the end of 16th century London rose to become the most important North Sea port and, with the founding of the British
East India Company in 1600, the metropolis on the Thames attained overseas importance. This London is also the
marvellous world of Fancies, unique musical genres such as the Brownings and In nomines and the home of consort
music – in such great demand that composers produced it incessantly for almost 120 years.
The musicians of Les Escapades roam through the genres in their variegated programme, presenting the famous
masters of the English virginals – William Byrd, John Bull and Orlando Gibbons – as consort composers of rich
imagination. Alfonso Ferrabosco, Richard Mico and John Jenkins are presented as fantasy specialists, completed by
Tobias Hume and Christopher Simpson, who bring the soloistic possibilities of the viola da gamba into focus in a
humorous and virtuosic manner. 
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Daltrocanto: 
Alena Dantcheva, Roberta Guia [sopranos]
Alessandro Carmignani [countertenor]
Gian Paolo Fagotto, Gianluca Ferrarini [tenors]
Walter Testolin [bass]
Ugo Nastrucci [lute]
Dario Tabbia [direction]

PALLAVICINO: Madrigali

Daltrocanto
Dario Tabbia

Benedetto Pallavicino is one of the foremost madrigal composers of his time. In 1596 he obtained the position of music
director at the Gonzaga court in Mantua, towards which he had been striving for a long time – not exactly a cause for joy
on the part of his competitor, Monteverdi, 20 years younger and also employed in Mantua. Pallavicino created a total of
ten madrigal books for four to six voices, in which an orientation towards the 'modern' madrigal style can be detected
from the fourth book onwards.
The ensemble Daltrocanto has selected 19 madrigals from these late madrigal books, based on texts by Giovanni
Battista Guarini. His 'Rime' and especially 'Pastor Fido' are amongst the most beloved text sources for madrigals. The
texts deal with love in all its facets and Pallavicino sets them with typical stylistic devices such as sharp dissonances and
chromatic passages as well as homophonic blocks contrasting with flowing contrapuntal sections. The emotions
contained in the poetry are rhetorically and expressively illuminated. Thus Pallavicino proves to be one of the pioneers in
the development of the manner of rhetorical-expressive composition that was to culminate in Monteverdi's Seconda
Prattica. Some ravishing singing from Alena Dantcheva...
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Andréanne Paquin [soprano]
Anna Stegmann [solo recorder]
Ensemble Odyssee
Andrea Friggi [harpsichord, direction]

FARINA: Serenate Napoletane
Vocal and instrumental music from 17th- and 18th-century Naples
Ensemble Odyssee

Antonio FARINA: Sovra carro stellato, Serenata a voce sola con violini
Pietro MARCHITELLI: Sonata I
Antonio FARINA: Di Pausilippo, Cantata a voce sola con violini
Alessandro SCARLATTI: Concerto XXIII di flauto, violini e basso
Antonio FARINA: Riposa, o bella, Serenata a voce sola con violini
Pietro MARCHITELLI: Sonata IX

In the 17th century, an astonishing stream of compositions poured out of Naples, and Neapolitan composers and
performers enjoyed extraordinarily high reputations all over Europe. One of the most important occasions in Neapolitan
musical life were the so-called Spassi di Posillipo, open-air festivals on the Neapolitan shore. The nobility enjoyed vocal
serenades and instrumental music played from boats by the most famous performers of the time.
The programme of this CD reflects the musical traditions of these events, whereby lesser-known composers are also
introduced to the 21st-century audience: the central focus is on cantatas and serenatas of Antonio Farina. His passionate
love songs show the various "affects" of Southern baroque music and can surely be counted among the most beautiful
songs of the time. The incredible technical skills and virtuosity of the Neapolitan school is showcased by none other than
Alessandro Scarlatti, one of the greatest Neapolitan masters. In addition, the CD also presents music by Pietro
Marchitelli, a colleague of Scarlatti in the Real Cappella.
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Ophélie Gaillard [cello]
Louis Schwizgebel-Wang [piano]
Fabio Di Càsola [clarinet]
 
CONCERT: Louis Schwizgebel-Wang, City of London Festival, 8th July
 

BRAHMS: Cello  No. 2 Op. 99, Cello Sonata No. 1 Op. 38
Clarinet Trio Op. 114
Ophélie Gaillard

Brahms's important output of 24 chamber scores dominated the second half of the 19th century, as that of Beethoven
had dominated the first half. His corpus was thus a response to that of Beethoven, his model, and to that of
Mendelssohn, who was likewise born in Hamburg and also composed two cello sonatas. In 1890, aged only 57, Brahms
resolved to give up composing but he had reckoned without the inspiration that his meeting with the Meiningen clarinettist
Richard Mühlfeld was to have on his creative imagination. He subsequently added four scores for clarinet to his output,
including this Trio Op. 114.
Louis Schwizgebel-Wang was awarded 2nd prize at the Leeds Piano Competition 2012.
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Barbara Hendricks [soprano]
Roland Pöntinen [piano]

BRAHMS: Lieder

Barbara Hendricks

Wir wandelten op. 96 n° 2, Alte Liebe op. 72 n° 1, Das Mädchen spricht op. 107 n° 3, Immer leiser wird mein Schlummer
op. 105 n° 2, Meine Liebe ist grün op. 63 n° 5, Von ewiger Liebe op. 43 n° 1, Der Tod, das ist die kühle Nacht op. 96 n°
1, Ständchen op. 106 n° 1, Mädchenlied op. 107 n° 5, Sommerabend op. 84 n° 1, Der Kranz
op. 84 n° 2, Liebestreu op. 3 n° 1, Der Jäger op. 95 n° 4, Von Waldbekränzter Höhe op. 57 n° 1, Wenn du nur zuweilen
lächelst op. 57 n° 2, Es träumte mir op. 57 n° 3, Ach, wende diesen Blick op. 57 n° 4, Unbewegte laue Luft op. 57 n° 8,
Der Ganz zum Liebchen op. 48 n° 1, Vergebliches Ständchen op. 84 n° 4, Wie Melodien zieht es mir op. 105 n° 1,
Salamander op. 107 n° 2, Agnes op. 59 n° 5, Therese op. 86 n° 1, Feldeinsamkeit op. 86 n° 2, Wiegenlied op. 49 n° 4,
Botschaft op. 47 n° 1

For many years, Barbara Hendricks has been communicating her love of the lied in concerts and on disc. After
Schumann, Schubert, Beethoven, Spanish songs and those of Poulenc, it is the turn of Brahms to find sublimation in this
disc from the Swedish soprano, magnificently accompanied on the piano by her partner Roland Pöntinen and recorded
between 2002-7.

Brahms composed more than 200 lieder throughout his career, though for the most part between 1851 and 1888. In the
choice of texts he was generally guided by the climate or message of a poem, more than by its formal perfection; it was
no doubt for this reason that he set very little Goethe to music, whose poems, he said, “are all so accomplished that
music cannot be added to them”. His favourite theme was, naturally enough, love, in all its forms, whether evoking joy,
optimism or nostalgia, loss, resignation, memory… One finds in these lieder authentic, personal experiences of Johannes
Brahms. Caught between romanticism and classicism, he offered in his lieder music that is individual and consummate.
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Anne-Catherine Heinzmann [flute]
Thomas Hoppe [piano]

Sonatas for flute
POULENC: Sonata, HINDEMITH: Sonata, DUTILLEUX: Sonatine pour Flûte et
Piano
MUCZYNSKI: Sonata Op. 14, MARTIN: Ballade pour Flûte et Piano
Anne-Catherine Heinzmann 
Thomas Hoppe

This SACD presents main works of the repertoire for flute and piano from the 20th century. Regarding the history of the
flute, this period is of particular interest since the flute underwent a remarkable revival as a solo instrument during this
time.
The sonatas by Henri Dutilleux and Francis Poulenc represent the impulse for this development, which originated in
France. In his series of sonatas for every melodic instrument, accompanied by piano, Paul Hindemith began with the
flute. Frank Martin, the mediator between the German and French traditions, created a colourfully eloquent variant of the
sonata form with his 'Ballad'. The sonata written by the American composer Robert Muczynski became the most famous
example of his classicist, brilliant style.
Anne-Cathérine Heinzmann is one of the most renowned German flautists of her generation. She regularly performs as a
soloist, chamber and orchestral musician in Germany and across the globe. She is co-principal flute of the Opern- und
Museumsorchester Frankfurt am Main; in addition, since October 2009 she has been Professor of Music at the
Hochschule für Musik in Nuremberg.
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Alena Dantcheva [soprano]
Michele Andalò [countertenor]
Animantica
Saverio Villa [director]

Music from the time of Guercino and his disciples

Alena Dantcheva
Michele Andalò 
Animantica
Saverio Villa 

Giovanni Battista BASSANI: Sonata a tre in Re maggiore
Giovanni Maria BONONCINI: Sonata a tre in Sol minore op. I n. 7
Biagio MARINI: Sonata sopra Fuggi dolente core
Claudio MONTEVERDI: Confitebor a Voce sola con violini
Alessandro STRADELLA: Sonata a tre in Do maggiore
Maurizio CAZZATI: Sonata a tre La Ranuzza
Alessandro STRADELLA: Mottetto O vos omnes qui transitis a Contralto solo con strumenti
Giovanni LEGRENZI: Sonata a tre La Bonacossa

This album is a musical path through Baroque music in Northern Italy. It is amazing to discover how much of the
landscape and of the territory is present in these pieces; the same landscape and the same territory represented by
Guercino and all the painters around him. The music recalls the art and viceversa creating a strong connection between
the sound and the sight that in this album is able to let us relive an era. Again, featuring Alena Dantcheva: listen to the
Monteverdi... 
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Margherita Gianola & Silvio Celeghin
organs of the Basilica dei Frari, Venice
(G. Callido, 1795/96 - G. B. Piaggia, 1732)
Luca Mares e Matteo Marzaro [solo violins]
Accademia di San Rocco
Francesco Fanna [conductor]

VIVALDI: Concerti a due Organi

Margherita Gianola
Silvio Celeghin

Concerto per due organi, due violini e archi in fa maggiore, RV 584
Concerto per organo, violino e archi in re minore, RV 541
Concerto per violino e archi in sol maggiore, RV 299
(transcribed for organ by J. S. Bach, BWV 973)
Concerto per organo, violino e archi in fa maggiore, RV 542
Concerto per violino e archi in mi maggiore, RV 265
(transcribed in C major for organ by J. S. Bach, BWV 976)
Concerto per flauto e archi in sol minore “La Notte”, RV 439
(transcribed in D minor for two organs by Edoardo Maria Bellotti)

This project is a collaboration between the two organists Margherita Gianola and Silvio Celeghin with Francesco Fanna,
conductor and director at the Istituto Italiano Antonio Vivaldi of the Fondazione Giorgio Cini in Venice, in which large part
of Vivaldi’s manuscripts and scores are archived.
The CD is a collection of Concertos where the organ is the absolute protagonist as soloist and in an interesting
interaction with string instruments. The title of the release is inspired by the two organs of the XVIII century in the Basilica
dei Frari in Venice which are exceptionally appropriate for playing Vivaldi’s music.
The Callido (1795) is very versatile and enhances the whole sound, while the Piaggia (1732), the only organ in Venice
made while Vivaldi was still alive, is elegant, light and full of verve.
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Stefano Grondona [guitar]

Nocturnal

Stefano Grondona

BRITTEN: Nocturnal after John Dowland, Op. 70
WALTON: Five Bagatelles
R. R. BENNETT: Five Impromptus
TAKEMITSU: Muir Woods, All in Twilight

A homage to Julian Bream for his 80th birthday and to the music that was created for him. The CD collects some of the
most important pieces for guitar of the 20th century performed by Stefano Grondona, who plays three legendary guitars
(one of which belonged to Julian Bream himself) made by Jose Romanillos, who has also turned 80. 
All the compositions have been important milestones in Stefano Grondona’s career and he shows this in his astonishing
interpretations. This album contains one of the best versions of Benjamin Britten’s 'Nocturnal' ever recorded. Benjamin
Britten was born 100 years ago and 'Nocturnal after John Dowland' was written 50 years ago: this CD is a perpetual
celebration.
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Claudia Böttcher [soprano]
Jovita Zähl [piano]

Karlheinz STOCKHAUSEN, Luciano BERIO: zeit(t)räume
STOCKHAUSEN: Tierkreis, Klavierstück IX
BERIO: Sequenza III, Quattro canzoni populare
Claudia Böttcher 
Jovita Zähl 

The soprano Claudia Böttcher and the pianist Jovita Zähl have worked as a duo since 2008. Their concert programmes
focus on music from the 20th and 21st centuries. The present CD 'zeit(t)räume' is dedicated to works by Karlheinz
Stockhausen and Luciano Berio. 

Stockhausen's cycle 'Tierkreis' [Zodiac], originally composed for music boxes, is here presented in a version for soprano
and piano. Twelve individually created melodies on texts compiled by Stockhausen himself emphasise the primary
qualities of the star signs and connect them with their appropriate seasons, times of day, genders, elements, planets, and
stages of growth. 

Between 1958 and 2002 Berio wrote 14 sequences for various  solo instruments. 'Sequenza III', on a text by the Swiss
writer Markus Kutter, is the only true vocal composition of the cycle of works in which a wealth of emotional states, which
can be expressed by the voice as the natural instrument of [wo]man, is articulated through sounds, syllables and words.
The spectrum includes all possible forms of expression from singing and speaking, whispering and shouting, to laughing
and crying. 

Between 1952 and 1961 Stockhausen composed eleven 'Klavierstücke' [Piano Pieces]. His 'Klavierstück IX" shows, as
an example, the characteristic principle of his serial thinking – to arbitrate gradually as well as organically between pairs
of opposites: The composition "conveys forms of musical time: periodicity and an entire series of gradations in the
aperiodicity. Static, ‘monotonous’ events are transformed into flexible, ‘polytonal’ ones; they are either placed abruptly
next to each other or are mixed in constantly new combinations." (Stockhausen) 

Berio’s vocal arrangements in 'Quattro canzoni populari' accentuate an important aspect of his musical thinking: the
connection to tradition, without neglecting his impulse toward innovation. The special charm which characterises this
vocal work grows out of Berio’s careful new interpretation of this traditional, historical folk song material. 
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Daniele Roccato (double bass)
Fabrizio Ottaviucci [piano]
Massimiliano Pitocco [bayan]

GUBAIDULINA: In Croce
works for double bass
Daniele Roccato 

Sonata, Pantomime, In Croce, Preludes

The double bass is the focus of four compositions by Sofia Gubaidulina, presented here in unique interpretations by
Daniele Roccato, Fabrizio Ottaviucci and Massimiliano Pitocco. The compositions which were written and reviewed over
a time span of over 40 years "are among the highlights in double bass literature: four gems of outstanding value every
double bass player should learn to perform." (Roccato)
In 'Sonata' the double bass part is largely written in a traditional way. However, the performer can opt for various choices
of fingering, positions and resonating chords according to personal preferences. Moreover, it is to be assumed that
Gubaidulina also intended a specific gestural expressiveness of the double bass player to be part of the tonal result. 
In 'Pantomime' one immediately senses a certain theatricality which is evoked by melodic contours, dramatic pauses and
dynamic progressions. Everything contributes to revealing the composer’s dramatic intention. 
Gubaidulina originally composed her ten 'Preludes' for the cello. Later, she rearranged nine of these original
compositions for double bass. 
In 1975 Sofia Gubaidulina, Viktor Suslin and Vyacheslav Artyomov founded a group called 'Astreya' whose aim was to
achieve new forms of improvisation by using either ancient or folk instruments. Against this backdrop, the composer used
for her third version of 'In Croce' not only the double bass but also the bayan which is a sort of button accordion quite
common in Russia at the beginning of the 20th century. 
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Gary Verkade [organ of Nederluleå Church,
Gammelstad, Sweden]
assisted by various registrants

John CAGE: The Works for Organ

Gary Verkade

Some of “The Harmony of Maine” (Supply Belcher)  (1978)
Souvenir  (1983)  
ASLSP  (1985) 
Organ2/ASLSP  (1987)   

This release is the first complete recording of all of Cage’s works for organ, plus 4’33” (on the DVD version only).
The organ is ideally suited to Cage’s aesthetic — its multitude of stops make it the ultimate prepared instrument. The fact
that sound emanates from a number of pipes placed at discrete locations in space nicely accords with Cage’s idea of the
separation of sounds in space. And it represents vast possibilities that could be released as sound through the use of
chance operations. For this reason Cage’s organ music occupies a small but quite important place within his output.
For Some of 'The Harmony of Maine' Cage selected 18th-century American hymns by Billings, Law, and Belcher and
altered them by extending certain tones and removing others through chance operations so as to attenuate the functional
harmony underlying them. Here and there, melodic fragments from the original hymns remain.
The 1978 and 1987 works were written for the German organist Gerd Zacher, an important champion of new music.
American organist Gary Verkade, a student of Gerd Zacher, is on the faculty of the Musikhögskola in Piteå, Sweden. He
has appeared at major festivals and concerts throughout Europe and the USA. Verkade was one of the registrants in the
first German performance of Some of 'The Harmony of Maine'.
Includes booklet with trilingual notes by Rob Haskins.
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Gary Verkade [organ of Nederluleå Church,
Gammelstad, Sweden]
assisted by various registrants

John CAGE: The Works for Organ

Gary Verkade

Some of “The Harmony of Maine” (Supply Belcher)  (1978)
Souvenir  (1983)  
ASLSP  (1985) 
Organ2/ASLSP  (1987) 
4’33”  (1952) BONUS  

This release is the first complete recording of all of Cage’s works for organ, plus 4’33” (on this DVD version only).
The organ is ideally suited to Cage’s aesthetic — its multitude of stops make it the ultimate prepared instrument. The fact
that sound emanates from a number of pipes placed at discrete locations in space nicely accords with Cage’s idea of the
separation of sounds in space. And it represents vast possibilities that could be released as sound through the use of
chance operations. For this reason Cage’s organ music occupies a small but quite important place within his output.
For Some of 'The Harmony of Maine' Cage selected 18th-century American hymns by Billings, Law, and Belcher and
altered them by extending certain tones and removing others through chance operations so as to attenuate the functional
harmony underlying them. Here and there, melodic fragments from the original hymns remain.
The 1978 and 1987 works were written for the German organist Gerd Zacher, an important champion of new music.
American organist Gary Verkade, a student of Gerd Zacher, is on the faculty of the Musikhögskola in Piteå, Sweden. He
has appeared at major festivals and concerts throughout Europe and the USA. Verkade was one of the registrants in the
first German performance of Some of 'The Harmony of Maine'.
The DVD allows the listener to enjoy the sounds of the spectacular organ and its acoustic in surround sound while
viewing Tim Chu’s painterly films of the organist with the up to six registrants needed for some of the pieces.

Includes booklet with trilingual notes by Rob Haskins.

DVD BONUS: 
– Gary Verkade discusses performing Cage on the organ, how “chance” is applied to the performances and gives
musical examples (31 minutes)
– Performance of 4'33"
– Dedicated stereo and 5.1 surround mixes
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